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PremFLEX is The Original Australian Coloured Strip Doors Made by Premier Door Systems for over 30 
years. Premier’s exclusive ribbed overlapping design forms an effective barrier against dust, insects and 
other airborne particles. PremFlex is ideal for use in air conditioned or heated areas, including domestic 
and commercial shop applications.

PremFLEX

PremSTRIP Industrial Strip doors provide an excellent, low cost protection for virtually any size or type of 
opening incl; parcel hatches, delivery van doors, coolrooms, freezers, warehouse doors and more. Strip 
width ranges from 100mm - 400mm and thickness from 2mm - 5mm. PremSTRIP hangs from a simple to 
install aluminium headrail with cad plated nuts, bolts and washers. PremSTRIP can slide, or be static, run 
straight and around corners. It can be installed to overlap and made adjustable to suit any application.

PremSTRIP

PremSCREEN is a simple and cost effective solution to controlling dirt and dust, helping to create a clean 
environment inside your workshop. PremSCREEN maintains 100% natural light and visibility required 
for safety and can be used as a barrier for thermal, noise, dust or spray control. Available in various 
configurations of heavy duty sliding, or fixed sheet screens it is also available as clear or coloured with
all components being anti-corrosive and maintenance free.

PremSCREEN

PremSHIELD Welding screen was specially developed to cut out dangerous Ultra Violet transmissions 
from welding operations, but still retain high transparency and safe two-way vision. As standard it comes 
in the colour Golden Bronze and is a UV inhibitor, cutting out over 99% of UV transmission from welding 
processes whilst allowing transmission of most of the remaining light spectrum. The inhibitor in the strip 
also retards degradation by sunlight. In addition PVC is a fire retardant and will not support combustion in 
normal atmosphere.

PremSHIELD

Prem-SWING PVC doors are perfect for applications for pedestrian and vehicle traffic. The doors feature 
clear see through panels for safe two-way traffic , operation is push to open with automatic close. PVC 
panels are available in 5mm and 7mm thicknesses and the frame is constructed of an attractive anodised 
aluminium frame. Doors can be powder coated and have sign writing applied to suit your individual 
requirements. A resilient PVC strip seal can be used along the back stile and head profile for optimum 
sealing performance.
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Manufactured by:
Premier Door Systems Pty Ltd

69 Killara Road, Campbellfield

Victoria, Australia 3061
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